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AURA
A simple slab door finished in a tactile super
matt sets up Aura as a firm favourite for modern design. Available in a range of super matt
colours which are strong enough to work on
their own or as a contrasting design for true
individuality.

“The quality of the kitchen is fantastic as
was the workmanship of the fitters and
plasterers and electrics and plumbing.
The whole package was very exceptional.
The fitter cleaned up every night and left
the place immaculate, he was so very kind
and attentive and thoughtful. “

BARNES
The stylish and practical off the shelf colours
offer a mix of neutrals along with the more intense tones of Seal Grey that perfectly match
the way todays kitchen spaces are used, whilst
enhancing the simplicity of this range`s iconic
styling. But if you want to create something
more indulgent then just dive into the wider
paint palette or even a bespoke colour burst.

“The quote included breakdown of who needed paying
when which we found really useful. It was also very
clear what was and wasn't included and our responsibilities i.e buy 3m of tiles.
We were kept up-to-date with progress, and they were
always contactable with queries and issues. The workmen were all prompt and helpful.
We are 100% happy with the finished results. Thank
you”

Some available colours

BUCKINGHAM
The Buckingham design, featuring a wide frame
and 'V' grooved joints, blends a traditional
shaker design with modern colours featuring a
distinctive Ash effect woodgrain. The result is a
timeless kitchen suited equally well to either
traditional or contemporary surroundings.

“Everything has been completed to how I wanted
it. We are so pleased with the quality products
and the work is second to none. I highly recommend this company. I know we have more projects
to plan in the future and Infinity kitchens will
be who we return to, to carry out the work.”
Some available colours

FINSBURY
A defined design that wonderfully belies
Finsbury`s affordable price tag. Classically
styled with beaded frame detailing, it is
guaranteed to drawer the eye and sits comfortably in contemporary and traditional
homes both large and small.

Some available colours

“We are over the moon with
our new kitchen. The service
provided is second to none,
friendly and such amazing
value. Alistair is so helpful,
absolutely no pressure selling, which is very rare to
find, absolutely nothing is
too much trouble. They are
brilliant kitchen fitters,
their work is first class.”

LANGTON
Langton takes the quintessential English shaker-style
into a new , statement-making era, by distinctively
blending our superior UK craftsmanship and carefullyspecified materials, with the well-considered features
that modern living demands.

“From the initial contact to the finished outcome, I could not find
fault if I wanted to! The initial 'sales'
call was informal but professional
and we were provided with honest,
helpful advice throughout the process. There was no hard sell and
no badgering phone calls to try
and gain our business.”

20 AVAILABLE COLOURS

Malham
A classic solid timber shaker design offering a
blend of traditional materials with modern finishes. Choosing from natural oak, painted ivory with
subtle grain or 18 painted door colours.

“They are professional, reliable and their customer care is just unbelievable. Alistair took so much
time with me to create my dream kitchen, I could
never thank him enough… I have been left with
what I can only describe as my dream kitchen.”

Some available colours

MALMO
At the heart of the Malmo design is an uncomplicated simplicity, but this does not mean that self - expression can't be put to the forefront.

“From design and sales through to installation and finishing, the whole process
was managed in a thoroughly professional
manner by Infinity. Late changes were accommodated and the installation teams kitchen, plumber, gas engineer,
plasterer etc were all excellent”

More Available Colours

RIVINGTON
The narrow-framed shaker Rivington design in sleek
super matt effect finishes. A traditional design in the
latest colour trends are perfect at home, in the
trendiest loft or in a cosy cottage.

Available colours

“The team couldn’t have done more to help,
everything was dealt with professionally and
all the small details worked out despite numerous changes and indecision on our behalf… The quality and finish of the work
completed was exceptional and the whole
team did a great job.”

VOGUE
A contemporary, lacquered high gloss, minimalist
slab door. Effortlessly modern and offering an
understated elegance, Vogue suits modern kitchen
layouts and works equally well in small or large
settings. Available in five colours including the
ever popular Dove Grey.

“This company are amazing - they did everything
I asked and more. The attention to detail and
overall experience was excellent. Very trustworthy and 100% professional from start to
finish. Good communication and also excellent
after sales !! Would definitely recommend to
anyone.”
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